
 

 

 

 

Vaishno Devi Helicopter Ticket Booking - 

A Convenient and Time-Saving Option 
 

 

Introduction 

Vaishno Devi, located in the picturesque state of Jammu and Kashmir in India, is one of the most 

revered Hindu pilgrimage sites. Every year, millions of devotees embark on a spiritual journey to 

seek the blessings of the goddess Vaishno Devi. To make this journey more accessible and 

convenient, dhamyatratour.in provides a hassle-free solution for Vaishno Devi helicopter ticket 

bookings. In this article, we will explore the significance of Vaishno Devi, the benefits of booking 

helicopter tickets, and how dhamyatratour simplifies the booking process. 

https://dhamyatratour.in/


 

1. Understanding the Significance of Vaishno Devi 

The Vaishno Devi temple is dedicated to the Hindu goddess Vaishno Devi, also known as Mata Rani. 

Situated in the Trikuta Mountains, the temple holds immense religious and spiritual significance. 

Devotees believe that a pilgrimage to this sacred shrine fulfils their desires and brings blessings into 

their lives. 

2. The Importance of Helicopter Ticket Booking 

Visiting Vaishno Devi requires a rigorous trek of approximately 13 kilometres uphill. While many 

pilgrims choose to undertake this arduous journey on foot, others prefer a more convenient and 

time-saving option by booking helicopter tickets. Helicopter services provide a faster and 

comfortable mode of transportation, reducing the travel time to just a few minutes. 

3. Advantages of Booking Helicopter Tickets through Dhamyatratour 

Dhamyatratour offers a range of benefits for pilgrims looking to book Vaishno Devi helicopter 

tickets: 

a) Convenient and Time-Saving 

By booking helicopter tickets through dhamyatratour, pilgrims can skip the long queues and avoid 

the physical exertion of the trek. This saves valuable time, allowing devotees to have a more relaxed 

and fulfilling spiritual experience. 



b) Reliable and Secure 

Dhamyatratour ensures a reliable and secure booking process. Their user-friendly platform and 

robust systems make ticket reservations seamless, providing peace of mind to travelers. 

c) Expert Assistance 

The dedicated team at dhamyatratour assists pilgrims at every step, providing expert guidance and 

resolving any queries or concerns. Their knowledgeable staff ensures a hassle-free experience from 

booking to the journey itself. 

d) Flexible Booking Options 

Dhamyatratour offers flexible booking options, allowing pilgrims to choose from various packages 

based on their preferences and budget. Whether traveling alone or in a group, there are options to 

suit everyone's needs. 

4. How to Book Helicopter Tickets via dhamyatratour 

Booking helicopter tickets through dhamyatratour is a straightforward process. Here are the steps to 

follow: 

Visit the Website 

Go to the official website of dhamyatratour.in 

Select Vaishno Devi Helicopter Booking 

Navigate to the Vaishno Devi helicopter booking section on the website. 

Choose Package and Date 

Select the desired package and the preferred date of travel from the available options. 

Provide Details 

Enter your personal details and the number of passengers traveling. Make sure to provide accurate 

information for a smooth booking process. 

Make Payment 

Complete the payment process using the secure payment gateway provided on the website. 

Receive Confirmation 

After successful payment, you will receive a confirmation email with all the necessary details 

regarding your helicopter ticket booking. 

5. Guidelines and Tips for a Memorable Journey 

To make your journey to Vaishno Devi even more memorable, here are some guidelines and tips to 

consider: 

https://dhamyatratour.in/


 Carry necessary identification documents and keep them safe throughout the journey. 

 Dress appropriately, considering the weather conditions and the religious significance of the 

site. 

 Stay hydrated and carries some snacks for the trek or helicopter ride. 

 Follow the instructions and guidelines provided by the authorities for a safe and enjoyable 

experience. 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

1. Is it necessary to book helicopter tickets in advance? 

 Yes, it is advisable to book helicopter tickets in advance, especially during peak 

pilgrimage seasons, to secure your spot. 

2. Can I book helicopter tickets for a group of people? 

 Absolutely! Dhamyatratour offers group booking options to accommodate multiple 

passengers. 

3. Are there any age restrictions for helicopter travel? 

 While there are no specific age restrictions, it is advisable to consult a doctor before 

undertaking the journey, especially for elderly or individuals with health concerns. 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/@30.350174,78.017175,7z?hl=en&entry=ttu

